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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in additive manufacturing technologies for concrete construction have been limited to low resolution fused deposition methods, herein the author aims to advance high resolution binder jet printing methods for cement construction applications. The inherent challenge of additive binder jet cement printing is to achieve adequate mechanical strengths and maintain geometry without the agitation typical of conventional concrete fabrication. The author utilizes a commercially available binder jet printer to fabricate sample specimen objects that are utilized to assess material and geometric properties. A novel water based jettable binder formulation, compatible with concrete chemistry, is developed. This study examines a dry cementitious powder mix comprised of round grain fine aggregates and CSA cement. The printed samples have a density of 1474 to 1501 kg/m³, 28-day compressive strengths of 5.94 to 6.70 MPa, and tensile strengths of 0.85 to 1.22 MPa. The results indicate that printed CSA cement objects possess the strength and the resolution to produce high detail objects that offer rapid production capability and compatibility in applications with conventional construction materials.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, additive manufacturing of cement-based materials has been at the forefront of construction technologies as it allows direct conversion from digital design to build [1]–[8]. One of the most attractive capabilities of additive manufacturing is that it enables greater design freedoms than conventional techniques [9]. Relative to conventional cast cementitious materials the elimination of formwork can eliminate up to a 60% of costs when compared to a typical concrete structure [10]. Multiple 3D printing methods have been developed including stereo lithography, liquid binder printing (3DP), selective laser sinter or melting, fused deposition modeling (FDM), digital light processing, and others. Of these methods the two which lend themselves to 3D printing of concrete products are 3DP and FDM. In general, 3DP can be considered a dry method and FDM a wet method. In simple terms 3DP consists of a dry powder bed which is sprayed with a liquid binder, whereas FDM consists of direct deposition of a flowable material. There are commercially available FDM systems and FDM-like systems that are capable of printing large scale cement structures, such as small houses, wall panels, and structural elements and have evolved from initial devolvement of counter crafting initiated by Khoshnevis [5], [11].

In FDM, layers are comprised of extruded premixed zero slump concrete made with fine aggregates (Figure 1a). The premixed material is mechanically extruded in layers typically ranging from 1 to 10 cm in thickness. The extrusion process is repeated vertically, with one layer printed on top of another, until the desired object is formed. Due to the nature of FDM, each layer must be supported by the previously printed layer or the printing must be interrupted to allow manual installation of supports and/or formwork. This deposition technique inherent to FDM precludes certain geometric features such as
overhangs, large openings, and internal voids and is best suited for simple components like solid vertical walls. In addition, due to the relativity large layers and slumping of the concrete, the surface quality of the finished product is often rippled and poor bond between subsequent layers lowers the already low tensile properties of concrete. FDM concrete printing can be effective for large robust components where surface quality and accuracy are not critical. However, concrete FDM is not suitable when complex geometries, refined topologies, lightweight components and architectural details, the most appealing aspects of architectural and structural 3D printing, are desired. The drawbacks of concrete FDM printing are thoroughly discussed in work published by Bos [12] and Feng [13].

In an effort to overcome the shortcomings of FDM, the author utilizes a 3DP method to spray a water-based cement compatible liquid binder onto a blend of dry CSA cement powder and fine round grain silica aggregate (Figure 1b-d). This approach facilitates the fabrication of more complex components, as the printed objects are fully supported during construction by the unsaturated powder material. Further, 3DP allows for complex shapes such as negative draft, hollowed sections, direct fabrication of topology optimized objects, and a limitless array of surface details that are not currently possible with fabricated formwork and/or FDM construction techniques. In most 3DP applications the dry material is bonded via adhesives supplied by the binder, but in this study it was preferred to leverage the bonding provided by hydrated cement, with which the construction industry is much more familiar, in terms fabrication, life-cycle properties, management, and decommissioning. Hence, when performing cement 3DP, a water-based binder can be deposited onto cementitious materials and enable the hydration process to bind the materials together [14]. This hydration process must occur rapidly, in order to
minimize the bleeding of excess water, maintain shape while printing, and achieve the early
strength needed for removal of the object from the print bed.

Figure 1: FDM printing (a) vs Binder Jet Printing (b-d)

Previous work by Shakor was performed using ordinary Portland cement (OPC),
Calcium aluminate cement (CAC), fine aggregates, and a proprietary (Z Corporation)
binder [15]. Based on the composition of the proprietary binder, limited hydration occurred
in the work by Shakor. For the work herein, the author performed preliminary work with
Portland cement, and other varieties of cementitious materials combined with water-based
binders. Based on these preliminary results the study herein focused on CSA type cement
due to the hydration properties and rapid strength gain. CSA, or calcium sulfoaluminate
cement (Ca$_4$(AlO$_2$)$_6$SO$_4$ or C$_4$A$_3$S), was originally developed by the China Building
Materials Academy in the 1970’s [16]. The early stages of hydration for CSA are much
more rapid than conventional Portland cement, with ettringite formation initiating in as
little as 5 minutes [17]. This rapid reaction can have a negative effect on workability for
conventionally fabricated concrete, but is ideal for 3DP in order to reduce bleeding and
distortion of the printer specimens. Within 3DP applications, Portland cements require too
long to hydrate and result in large printing errors due to the bleeding of the binder. For
conventional applications most Portland cement is mixed with other products to increase
workability, whereas for printing applications workability is not a concern. Both ASTM
C150 Type I and III cements were initially investigated. Type III is utilized for high early
strength applications and is capable of rapid strength gain. Type III provided marginal improvements over type I; however, the conventional 50 mm compression cube specimens manufactured with both mixes were too distorted to be accurately measured and tested. Therefore Type I and III cements were abandoned in favor of CSA cement. In addition to its more favorable printing properties, CSA cement is innately more sustainable than its Portland cement counterpart. The manufacturing process of CSA clinker requires lower temperatures and considerably less limestone, so allowing the produced CSA to expend approximately half the amount of CO2 required by Portland clinker [17].

In order to utilize 3D printing components in structural or architectural applications it is necessary to perform a through material characterization. As such, the following discussion will demonstrate the first work of a 3DP system utilizing hydrated CSA cementitious materials. Feng proposes that conventional assumptions and theories of traditional concrete need to be redeveloped in order for the 3DP technology to become practical [13]. The author provided initial assessments of the physical and mechanical properties of the material specimens printed with this novel process and printed specimens, including; 28-day compressive strength, flexural strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, density, and total voids.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. 3D Printer

A commercially available binder jet printer was utilized for the fabrication. A Zcorp 310+ printer produced by the Z Corporation (now part of 3D Systems of Rock Hill, SC) was acquired to jet liquid adhesive binders onto dry powders. The printer utilizes disposable HP10 piezoelectric ink print heads, allowing for simple and cost-effective
printing, which is especially important during material research and development. The HP10 print head provides print good print accuracy, with a resolution up to 300 x 450 dpi. The printer has a print bed that is 20.3 cm long, 24.4 cm wide, and 20.3 cm deep. The ZCorp 310+ is capable of printing layers from 76.2 μm to 254 μm thick, at a rate of approximately 3 layers per minute. The printer defines the horizontal print bed as x and y axis, whereas the vertical direction from layer to layer is the z axis. As with the majority of 3D printing systems, the stereolithography (STL) file format is used to describe the geometry of the object. The 3DP platform provided by the ZCorp 310+ allows for seamless scale-up to commercially available printers with larger build trays that function similarly. For instance, ExOne (North Huntingdon, Pennsylvania) currently produces similar 3DP printers with nearly 3.7 cubic meters of build volume [18].

2.2. Binder

A water based liquid binder was formulated, because cement materials require water in order to perform the critical hydration process, as such organic solvents are not suitable for cement 3DP. Further, piezoelectric print heads require that in order for a binder to be Jettable it must maintain a specific relationship between viscosity and surface tension. The HP10 cartridges used by the Zcorp printer piezoelectric print heads require a surface tension of approximately 45 dyn/cm and a viscosity of approximately 1.35 cP [19]. Preliminary tests were performed by the author with pure water, but this jetted poorly through the HP10 print head as the surface tension was too high (72 dyn/cm) and the viscosity too low (1.00 cP). The novel water based binder was formulated with the intent to obtain these desired physical properties and it includes a water soluble polymer and a
surfactant. This binder was extensively tested with multiple types of cement, beyond CSA, and was found compatible with all the tested cement types.

2.3. Dry mix

The dry powder mix was comprised of a silica sand and CSA cement, which is blended by hand and loaded into the powder print bed. Preliminary work investigated several types of fine aggregates that could be evenly dispersed by the printer’s spreading mechanism. The Zcorp uses a roller bar to evenly spread out the dry material and is very sensitive to particle size and shape. A smooth build bed is required in order for the printer to function accurately and avoid print error. A round grain Wedron Silica 730 sand was selected and provided by Lancaster Foundry Supply (Lancaster, PA). This fine aggregate, when mixed with the CSA cement, consistently produced smooth and evenly distributed print beds.

Table 1: Wedron Silica 730 Sand Gradation [20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh Size [μm]</th>
<th>US Mesh Size</th>
<th>Percent Retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;53</td>
<td>PAN</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This fine round grain silica sand has approximately 97.8% pass through a US Mesh 50 sieve (300 μm) (Table 1). This relatively small particle sizes allows for even distribution and high print accuracy. In addition, the silica sand is a natural round grain, which facilitates its even spreading. The Wedron Sand is cleaned so that there is no sand particles that are retained below a US Mesh 270 sieve (53 μm). This “dust” could hinder binding and could absorb excess water away from the hydration reaction [21]. Since the amount of liquid added to the mix will be held to a minimum, additional absorption of water is not ideal. The Wedron sand was tested according to ASTM C128 and was found to have an absorption of approximately 2.3% by mass [22]. This value is used in the calculation of the water to cement ratios of the mixes.

2.4. Mix Design

Mix designs were developed based on the properties and requirements of the ZCorp printer and from preliminary trials performed by the author. Due to the nature of 3DP and the printer, the amount of liquid that can be applied via binder jetting is limited, because excessive binder applied to the powder bed would cause the printed object to “bleed”, which means that the binder moves beyond the defined geometry and the desired shape is lost. Due to this, the water to cement ratio (w/c) is relatively low compared to conventionally mixed concrete designs. Herein, the author appraises two test mixes. The water to cement (w/c) ratio was designed to be 0.293 (Mix A) and 0.373 (Mix B), but due to the 2.3% absorption and 0.1% moisture content of the sand, the w/c ratio in hydration is reduced to 0.221 and 0.301, respectively. The actual w/c ratio may be lower, because this
study did not account for water loss due to bleeding into the surrounding particles or evaporation.

From preliminary testing, the author determined a sand to cement ratio, based on the amount of cement needed to adequately bind the relative high surface area of the fine aggregates. The amount of water was set to the maximum value of the printer and a set of three ATSM cubes were molded and tested in compression at 7 days (Table 2). During preliminary testing the sand to cement mass ratio was varied from 1.25:1.00 to 5.05:1.00. The ratio of 1.25:1.00 resulted in a w/c ratio of 0.197, which was too low for proper hydration to occur, whereas increasing the ratio to 5.05:1.00 (0.559 w/c) resulted in not enough cement content to adequately adhere the large amount of fine aggregate. The author determined that an optimal sand to cement mass ratio was 3.20:1.00. This allowed the sand to adequately bind and achieve hydration of the cement and produced the highest tested strengths. The author formulated two distinct compositions using this ratio. The first mix (Mix A) used a reduced amount of water, whereas the second mix (Mix B) used the maximum amount of binder the printer could deposit. The initial intent of the mix designs was to have a more accurate, but possible weaker mix A and more hydrated and stronger Mix B, with less print accuracy. The composition of each mix is listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand:Cement Mass Ratio</th>
<th>Design w/c Ratio</th>
<th>7 Day Avg. Comp. Strength [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.05:1.00</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>10.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.20:1.00</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>13.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.20:1.00</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>10.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25:1.00</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>8.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3: Mix Design Parameters Presented by Mass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix</th>
<th>CSA Cement [kg] (S.G)</th>
<th>Wendron 730 Sand [kg] (S.G.)</th>
<th>Binder [kg] (S.G.)</th>
<th>Design Unit Weight [kg/m³]</th>
<th>Design w/c Ratio</th>
<th>Actual w/c Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>1.00 (3.15)</td>
<td>3.20 (2.65)</td>
<td>0.293 (1.01)</td>
<td>2474</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B</td>
<td>1.00 (3.15)</td>
<td>3.20 (2.65)</td>
<td>0.373 (1.01)</td>
<td>2414</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.5. Specimen Fabrication Process

The process of printing a sample object with the ZCorp printer begins by creating an object in standard triangle language (STL) file format. The STL file is then read and sliced into print layers using the Zcorp, ZPrint software. Using the Zcorp interface, parameters such as layer thickness and binder deposition level can be modified.

In order to begin a print, the author loads the specific dry mix powder into the feed tray, and the printer automatically levels the build tray before printing. Next, the formulated water based liquid binder is loaded into the binder reservoir, which subsequently feeds the print head. Once the printing process is started, the 310+ printing moves at approximately 3 vertical centimeter per hour, but the speed can vary depending on the amount of binder being deposited, layer thickness, and cross-sectional area of the printed object. For example, for two layers of 50 mm cubes (6 per layer, 12 total), the print time is approximately 4 hours. After the printing is complete, samples are allowed to cure in the powder bed for approximately 24 hours. This allows the initial hydration reaction to occur and prevents damage during removal. The objects are then removed from the build tray, where any loose powder that the binder did not contact, falls away and remains in the printer. The printed objects are then transferred to a removal chamber for cleaning with a bristle brush, compressed air, and a vacuum. This cleaning process can take up to several
minutes for more complex printed objects. After the test specimens are cleaned, their mass and size are measured before being placed in a water bath. The test specimens were submerged and continued to hydrate until the desired testing day (e.g. 28 days).

Control specimens were produced by conventionally mixing the CSA cement, water, and aggregate and forming samples. Specifically, the materials were weighed and mixed together in a ASTM compliment mixer for approximately 2 minutes at 139 RPMs, and were then packed into molds by hand. After 24 hours of air curing, the control samples were removed from the mold, weighed, measured and placed in the water bath with their printed counterparts until the desired testing date. Due to the fast-acting nature of the CSA cement (without retarders), molded control samples were difficult to pack and had to be completed in matter of minutes. In addition, the relative dryness of the mix caused poor workability, and high levels of compaction were not feasible (in the control samples).

2.6. Printing Tolerance and Density

During the printing process, fabrication errors can occur. For 3DP the most common error is bleed, where the jetted liquid blinder is absorbed by surrounding dry areas. Bleed can occur in all three build planes (x, y and z). The amount of bleed relative to the specimen sizes decreases as the printed dimensions increase and is typically consistent throughout all build layers (x axis and y axis). For the z axis, the bleed is mostly from the bottom most layers, but bleeding upwards can occur. Bleed can also vary due to the mix design and the amount of water based binder applied. Sets of various rectangular prisms were created in addition to the strength testing specimens to determine the printing resolution of the system at various print sizes. The samples ranged in size from 13 mm to 152 mm and were arranged so that the bleed in all 3 planes of geometry could be measured. The lack on compaction
in addition to the bleed can cause the density of the printed objects to be relatively low. Comparison of the design unit weight and specimen density allow for percent voids calculation.

2.7. Compression Testing

Ultimate compressive strength was determined for both mix designs by fabricating 50 mm ASTM C109 compression cubes through printing and conventional mixing. The compression cubes were tested at intervals of 24 hours, 7 days and 28 days from time of printing completion, with the appropriate testing parameters [23]. There were a total of four trials completed, which included: 3D Printed Mix A, 3D Printed Mix B, Molded Mix A (conventional control), and Molded Mix B (conventional control). The printed specimens were appraised in two different orientations, the first with the loading normal to the print layers (Normal Stress) and the second with the loading parallel to the print layers (Parallel Stress). Testing with respect to orientation was performed to ascertain if the printer layer orientation caused the material to be anisotropic. A scheme of the print orientations with the respect to the applied loading is shown in Figure 2.
2.8. Flexural Testing

Beam prism specimens were fabricated at one quarter scale, 38 mm x 38 mm x 152 mm, and were tested in third-point bending according to ASTM C78 to determine flexure strength [24]. All samples were tested at 28 days from time of fabrication. The same 4 trials preformed for compression were done also for flexural testing. The printed prisms were fabricated in two directions: a vertical orientation was used so that the applied bending stresses would be normal to the print layers, a horizontal orientation was used so that the bending stresses would be parallel to the print layers (Figure 2). The molded control prisms were produced with formwork and did not have an orientation associated with their fabrication.
2.9. Tensile Testing

Tensile testing was performed using AFS Test Procedure 3301-00-S, as per the AFS Mold and Core Test Handbook [25]. In foundries, it is common practice to routinely measure the tensile strength as a quality control of chemically bonded sands, which are used to make complex mold and core geometries. This procedure requires test specimens with a 25 mm x 25 mm cross section and a curved profile similar to a “dog bone”. These tensile specimen samples were tested at 28 days from time of fabrication. The four standard trials were conducted. Similar to the printing method of the prisms, the dog bones were printed in two orientations (Figure 2). The first dog bone set was printed with the specimens oriented vertically in the build, so that the tensile stresses would be normal to the print layers. The second dog bone set was printed horizontally, so that the tensile stresses would be parallel to the print layers. The molded dog bones were fabricated in brass molds and did not have an orientation associated with their construction.

2.10. Elastic Modulus

To measure the compressive modulus of elasticity of the printed samples, a set of cubes were tested in compression using an Instron 5500 testing machine (Instron, Norwood, MA). The testing setup was equipped with a digital image correlation camera and software that measures the displacement of two painted marks on the surface of the cube. The software then calculates the displaced distance between the two points to determine the strain in the specimen relative to the applied load. In this way a stress/strain relationship can be determined, which can then be used to derive the elastic modulus. This measured elastic modulus can then be compared to ACI 318 equation (Eq. 1), which correlates elastic
modulus ($E_c$) to the unit weight ($w_c$) and the ultimate compression strength of the concrete ($f'c$) [26].

$$E_c = 0.043w_c^{1.5}\sqrt{f'c} \ [MPa] \ (Eq. 1)$$

### 2.11. Curing

Following fabrication, and 24 hours of undisturbed curing in the print bed or molded formwork, all samples were water cured. Once samples were removed from the print bed and cleaned, samples were placed in a room temperature water bath until testing at either 7 days or 28 days. For samples tested at 24 hours, no curing was performed. Due to the limited water that is applied to the mix during fabrication and the lack of mixing, the water bath enables unhydrated or under-hydrated cement to access to water and hydrate. The samples are porous enough to allow a water infiltration through the section during water curing.

### 2.12. Specimens

This study consisted of 84 tested specimens, 54 printed and 30 molded. Examples of the printed and molded specimens are shown in Figure 3. The test matrix for the printed and molded specimens is reported in Table 4.
Table 4: Specimen Test Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Type</th>
<th>Specimen Type</th>
<th>Quantity Printed/Molded</th>
<th>Age Tested</th>
<th>Property Tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>Compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>Compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Compression both orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>Compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>Compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Compression both orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>Prisms</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Flexure both orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Tension both orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B</td>
<td>Prisms</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Flexure both orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix B</td>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Tension both orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A</td>
<td>Cubes</td>
<td>6/0</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>Elastic Modulus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Printing Tolerance and Object Density

One innate property of 3DP materials is the low density, which is an artifact of the layered production of a liquid bound component on a dry powder bed. The low density enables the specimen to receive further processing such as sintering or infiltration to increase density [19]. This low density is primarily due to the lack of compaction and consolidation in the loose powder bed. Several commercial 3DP methods utilize post treatment of printed specimens with infiltration of a liquid wax or glue to provide additional reinforcement. The liquid penetrates and fills all the unwanted voids, which increases the density and strength of the printed objects. Another alternative is to use a source of heat to sinter adjacent particles; this is most common in metal powder printers. For the concrete study conducted herein, no post processing was performed.

The print accuracy was examined through the measurement of the geometry following removal from the print bed. The print head has a relatively high resolution (300 x 450 dpi), thus any measurable error in print accuracy is a function of the amount of bleed that the printed component experiences during the fabrication. A series of print specimen with increasing size were fabricated. Mix A varied from 21.8% to 4.3% in the x and y planes and 20.0% to 4.8% for the z plane (Figure 4). For larger print objects the dimensional errors in the printed components are less than 5%. Note that the errors are measured immediately after objects are removed from the printer and do not include any finishing. If a more accurate shape is desired, the object can be lightly tooled down to the exact printed dimension before the cement is fully hydrated. This allows the user to achieve as little as 0% error with minimal effort.
The unit weights of the specimens were determined after printing to assess the amount of air voids present. For Mix A, the theoretical maximum unit weight is 2474 kg/m³ and for Mix B it is 2414 kg/m³ (Table 3). These unit weights are approximated assuming that voids are 0% and that the only water lost in the hydration reaction is due to the absorption of the sand. The printed specimens were weighed and measured, and the fabricated density calculated. The amount of air voids present was determined by taking the differences of the theoretical maximum density and the constructed density and dividing by the theoretical maximum density. The majority of the voids are microscopic, as they cannot be seen on the surface.

The printed samples in this study had lower density and higher voids, than the conventional samples, which was expected for the reason explained previously (lack of mixing and compaction). Mix A printed specimens averaged 1474 kg/m³, which corresponds to 40.4% voids (Table 5). Mix B printed specimens had an average density of
1501 kg/m$^3$ and 37.8% voids (Table 5). The conventionally molded specimens had higher density due to the mixing and compaction that were applied during packing of the molds. Mix A molded density averaged 1704 kg/m$^3$ and Mix B averaged 1826 kg/m$^3$ which corresponds to a 31.1% and 24.3% voids, respectively. During the printing process the specimens increased their air content by 9.3% and 13.5% for Mix A and B, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Design</th>
<th>Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Calculated Air Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>40.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>37.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix A</td>
<td>1704</td>
<td>31.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix B</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>24.3 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All Measurements are at time of removal, ~24 hours after completion.

3.2. Compressive Strength

Standard 50 mm cube specimens were tested in compression at 28 days. The printed cube specimens were loaded both normal to the printed layers and parallel to the printed layers. Under normal loading, the stresses propagate perpendicularly to each layer as layers are compressed together. The normal loaded printed specimens possessed a compression strength of 6.29 MPa for Mix A and 5.94 MPa for Mix B (Table 6). Mix B had been design to have higher compression strength, due to its higher density and better hydration. However, it was characterized by slightly worse compression strength. This lower strength could likely be due to the excessive bleed associated with larger amount of water deposited by the printer. The excessive bleed caused the cubes to become larger than anticipated and thus a larger cross-sectional area is used during strength calculations. For the cases with parallel orientation of layers and loads the results were similar to those with normal loading, with Mix B at 5.94 MPa and 6.70
MPa for Mix A. Conventionally molded specimens achieved higher compressive strength than their printed counterparts, with Mix A achieving 11.93 MPa and Mix B achieving 15.73 (Table 6). This higher strength of Mix B over Mix A, is likely due to better hydration of Mix B and better packing of the mold, as more water provided a more workable mix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Design (Stress Orientation)</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>±0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>±0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>±0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>±0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix A</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td>±1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix B</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>±0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All Measurements are at 28 days.

In addition to 28 day compressive strength, the specimens were also tested at 24 hours and 7 days to establish a strength gain curve. The specimens that were tested at 24 hours were not cured at all and were tested directly after removing them from the printer or molds. The 7-day testing specimens were water cured and removed 2 hours prior to testing. Typical CSA cement achieved high early strengths, but for both printed mixes and for molded specimens made of Mix A, the majority of the strength gain occurred between 24 hours to 7 days (Figure 5). On the contrary for molded specimens made of Mix B, the majority of the strength gain was in the first 24 hours, which is typical for standard CSA cement mix designs. This is the results of the fact that both printed mixes and the drier Mix A have too little initial water in their mixes to properly hydrate, so when placed in the water bath at 24
hours, the CSA cement absorbs the excess water and continues to hydrate more than a typical mix design would. This was also verified when Mix A and Mix B printed specimens achieved similar strengths at 7 and 28 days. The strength gains of all specimens were inputted into the ACI 209R equation (Eq.2), and the constants, alpha and beta were computed [27].

\[(f'c)_t = \frac{t}{\alpha + \beta t} (f'c)_{28} [MPa]\] (Eq. 2)

Where \((f'c)_t\) is the compressive strength at t time and \((f'c)_{28}\) is the compressive strength as 28 days. For the CSA cement and the described curing conditions, alpha was found to be 3.15 whereas beta was 0.827. These values can be used to predict the strength of the specimens and they correlate well with the experimental data even through in all 4 cases the equation slightly over predicted the strength at 28 days. The amount of water applied during the printing has little effect on the final strength of the specimens. This allows for a lower amount of water to be placed during printing, and a more accurate and faster printing is possible.
3.3. Flexural Strength

Flexural loading of concrete often fails in tension, but the quantified flexural strength value is often higher than the direct tensile strength value. This larger strength is due to the combination of compression and tension forces through the flexural member. Both the printed and molded specimens were tested at a one quarter scale compared to the ASTM C78 Beam test. This ASTM test utilizes four-point bending to create a constant moment through the middle third of the beam. All tested prism specimens failed in tension, however the prisms with print layers in normal orientation failed at slightly lower values than those with parallel orientation. As reported in Table 7, the normal orientation prism failed at 1.89
MPa and 1.76 MPa, respectively for Mix A and Mix B, whereas, the prism specimens tested in parallel orientation to print layers failed at 2.32 MPa for Mix A and 2.39 MPa for Mix B.

The lower flexural strength values of the printed samples tested in the parallel orientation is due to the imperfect bonding between sequential layers of the printed specimens. As the strength of each layer is greater than the strength between layers, when the applied stresses occur in the normal orientation the resultant forces are pulling the layers apart, and the specimens fail when the layers deboned from the adjacent layer. These results were expected for both mixes, this behavior needs to be considered in design and application of 3DP cement materials, as the differences in directional flexural strength was reduced by 18.7% for Mix A and 26.3 % for Mix B. Since, the molded specimens did not have a build orientation, only one direction was tested. Flexural strengths are reported in Table 7 and were calculated to be 3.08 MPa and 3.86 MPa for Mix A and Mix B, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Design (Stress Orientation)</th>
<th>Flexural Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A (Normal)</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A (Parallel)</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B (Normal)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B (Parallel)</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix A</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>±0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix B</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All Measurements are at 28 days.

3.4. Tensile Strength

Cementitious based materials possess an inherent lack of tensile strength, which is why reinforcement is common. The poor tensile strength of cementitious materials is due to the
inability of the concrete bonds to yield in place of cracking. The tensile strength was tested in both normal and parallel orientations to the print layers, and a lower strength for the normal orientation of printed mix designs was found. As reported in Table 8, Mix A achieved 0.85 MPa in case of normal orientation and 1.17 MPa with parallel orientation. Mix B performed similarly, with strengths of 0.86 MPa and 1.22 MPa, respectively for normal and parallel orientations. When printed samples were placed under tension, the normal case failed earlier due to the layers being pulled apart, which occurred due to the lowered strength between sequential printed layers than within the layers. The molded specimen achieved higher tensile strengths than the printed materials, with tensile strengths of 1.77 MPa for Mix A and 2.10 MPa for mix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mix Design (Stress Orientation)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A (Normal)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix A (Parallel)</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B (Normal)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Mix B (Parallel)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix A</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molded Mix B</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>±0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All Measurements are at 28 days.

3.5. Elastic Modulus

Six printed specimens were tested for elastic modulus, in order to quantify the stiffness of the 3DP samples. The author used a digital image correlation camera to assess the strain under applied load onto 50 mm cubes with a gage length of 25 mm. The samples exhibited elastic moduli generally higher than those predicted by the ACI 318 equation [26]. The average of the three tested specimens was 7705 MPa. More specifically, the experimentally
measured modulus was approximately 21.5% higher on average than the one calculated for the three cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>ACI 318 Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Measured Modulus (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mix A-1</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>6310</td>
<td>7252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A-2</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>1479</td>
<td>5948</td>
<td>7428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix A-3</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>1475</td>
<td>6759</td>
<td>8435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6. Printing of Complex Geometrics

The printer system is capable of fabricating complex geometries. As a demonstration, an intricate component was printed which includes openings and voids which would not be obtainable using conventional concrete fabrication approaches, such as formwork or other techniques such as mold making or FDM concrete printing methods. The specimen consists of eight complex curved and sweeping columns that intersect one another. The specimen also contains several openings and voids through the center, as well as rounded protrusions and cavities on the top face. This specimen is approximately 152 mm x 152 mm across and 170mm tall. The specimen was created in one print and took approximately 4 hours to produce (Figure 6). This specimen is only a sample of what the 3DP method can produce, as more complex features are easily obtainable.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that 3D printed hydrated CSA cement objects possess the strength and the resolution need to fully utilize the advantages of additive manufacturing. By virtue of these 3DP methods, the printed CSA cement objects can be printed with more detail, higher resolution, and more geometric freedom than current FDM concrete printing. The benefit of utilizing a cement based material, is that compatibility of applications it possess and how easily it can be integrated with conventional construction materials in the construction industry. The performance of 3DP CSA cement mixes are typical of other conventional lower strength cementitious mixes and anisotropic behavior is present but is minimal. The author is aware that the current strength may be too low for structural applications, and would most likely need to be improved in order to be used in a structural capacity. The author also believes that a compressive strengths of 25 MPa or greater is obtainable with this 3DP method in the near future.
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